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THE

PSYCHEDELIC

REVIEW
Book Reviews

(P. O. Box 548, Vista, California)
and
contains
the following
extremely interesting
accounts of psychedelic drug-experiences:
"My Psychedelic
Experience,"
by
Riley
Crabb,
Director
of BSRA;
"The
Song of Pioniyo" (A Navaho Peyote
Ceremony),
by Bernard
Gopley;
"Exploration
of Inner Space" by
Larry and Kathleen Chatterton. The
pamphlet also contains a Letter from
Piotinus to Flaccus, describing the
Roman mystic's transcendent
experi-

Imagine American society completely under the influence of psychedelics at all times. The drugs are
sold to the public under monopoly
control at enormous prices by the
"Syndicate"
which in turn has virtual control over judicial and execurive branches of State and Federal
governmenc
Key "Syndicate" men
are strategically placed in all sectors
of society and are selected according
to criteria of psychic sensitivity; i.e.,
they are powerfully telepathic. More-

crees;
and a carried
review out
of research
with
psychedelics
by Dr$. John
and Louisa Aiken, of the Socorro

over,
PSI-tO form
is rationed
the psyche.
public
in diluted
so that tothe
delic experience
is kept within the

Clinic, Socorro,

bounds of specific sets of expects.
tions--sexual,
aesthetic and mystiThe of
"Syndicate"
controlled
by
acal.board
directors is
who
are called
"Specials." The "Specials" are supersensitives
who take unrationed
amounts
of undiluted
PSI-40 and

New Mexico.
m I_.

PSYCHEDELIC,-40
Louis Charbonneau.
Bantam Books,
1965. Pp. 184.
It is surprising that it took so
long for a book of this kind to appear. There will probably be many
more, many much better, but Psyche.
delic40 marks the maiden flight of
ISD
civilization, into an
scienceculture
fiction and
imagination
As prophetic
literature,
science
fiction deserves more credit than it
is
usually
by the
literary
mentality.
Now given
we have
Louis
Charbontheneau'Sback-coverViSi°n
hereblurb.Summarized by
PSI-40, the
drug Psychedelic-40
that gave thewas
Syndicate
its
power and the people their pleasute. The Syndicate was a group
of Specials, ruthless men with
super-intellects,
who with PSI-40
could probe the minds o1 friend
and foe alike -- and even control
lesser minds at will. The PEOPLE lived for the joys of the vacation colonies where they played
orgiastically with liquor, sex, and
best of all, PSI-40 which brought
them drugged dreams of impossiblesensualitr
....

have
range of
psychic
powerstherefore
which a full
include
telepathy,
clairvoyance, telekinesis, etc. Understandably, the "Specials" still fight
among themselves in a bizarre psychedelic rivalry. The final ingredient in this vision is a revolutionary
movement called "Antis" whose goal
is to overthrow
the "Syndicate" and
thereby restore the dominance of
"natural" undrugged experience and
values. It is only fitting that "Antis"
is led by a natural "Special" who
does not require PSI-t0 for his psychic pgwers.
In reading this short novel one
is
struck
by the psychedelics
familiar strands
of
thought
about
drawn
from the social and legal controversy
of the last few years and spun into a
paranoid web that easily transcends
the fantasies of all the parties in the
actual controversy. Charbonneau has
spun a weird tale about a psychedelic
society that has continued
to function with the same old power structure and plastic-doll
illusions. Psychedelics are used here to reinforce
the old Marxist myths. We are led
through, among other things, psychedelic nudist
colonies,
fornication

bars, and even mystical temples of
the "Society of the Immortal Light."
The tale is not told well. There
is a tediousness about most of it that
is only resolved by a quickening of
the sociological imagination
as we
see the story out rD its Christian
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heroic end. What gives one an occasion to ponder is the fantastic backdrop to the story. Charbonneau
has
sketched
a paperback
vision that
picks up the psychedelic controversy
to a new, not quite absurd, level.
o.M.w.
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